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AFFINE ALMOST CONTACT MANIFOLDS AND ΛMANIFOLDS

WITH AFFINE KILLING STRUCTURE TENSORS

BY DAVID E. BLAIR AND KENTARO YANO

1. Introduction.

In a recent paper [2], one of the present authors has proved
THEOREM A. Suppose M2n+1 has an almost contact metric structure (ψ, ξ, η, g)

such that φ and η are Killing, Then if this structure is normal, it is cosymplectic.

THEOREM B. Let M2n+2 be a nearly Kaehler manifold and M2n+1 a C°° orient-
able hypersurface. Let (ψ, ξ, η, Q) denote the induced almost contact metric structure
on M2n+1. Then φ is Killing if and only if the second fundamental form h is pro-
portional to

THEOREM C. Let M2n+2 be a nearly Kaehler manifold and M2n+1 a C°° orient-
able hypersurface. Let η denote the induced almost contact form and suppose the
second fundamental form h is proportional to ^(x)^. Then -η is Killing.

The purpose of the present paper is to generalize these theorems to the case
of affine almost contact manifold, and to prove a theorem similar to Theorem
A for an affine /-manifold with complemented frames with affine Killing struc-
ture tensor.

2. Affine Killing tensors.

Let M be a differentiate manifold with an affine connection V without torsion.
A curve x(t) of M is called a path if its tangent vector X=dxjdt satisfies

(2.1) FXX=O

and t an affine parameter.
Let φ be a tensor field of type (1,1) in M and x(t) a path in M, t being an

affine parameter. Then we have a vector fieled φX along the path. If this vector
field φX is parallel along the path x(t), then we have Px(φX) = 0, or

(2.2) (Pχφ)X=0.

If this is the case for any path, we have

(2.3) (Fzφ)Y+(Pγφ)X=0
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for any vector fields X and Y. We call a tensor field φ of type (1,1) satisfying
(2.3) an affine Killing tensor field. [9].

Let η be a 1-form in M and x{f) a path in M, t being an afifine parameter.
Then we have a function η(X) along the path. If this function is constant along
the path, then we have Fx(τ](X))=0, or

(2.4) (

If this is the case for any path, we have

(2.5) (

for any vector fields X and Y. We call a 1-form η satisfying (2. 5) an affine
Killing l-form.

3. Affine Λmanif olds with complemented frames with f and ηu affine Killing.

A (2/2+s)-dimensional differentiate manifold M2n+S is said to have an affine
f-structure with complemented frames if there exist a tensor field / of type (1,1)
and of constant rank 2n, s vector fields ζv and 5 1-forms ηu satisfying

PX=-X+v

u(X)ξu,fξυ=0,
(3.1)

f 0 ()

for any vector field X, where the indices u, v, w, x run over the range {1, 2, •••, s},
[4]. In the special case 5=1, this structure is said to be an affine almost contact
structure [5] and we use the customary notation φ—f, ξ=ξi η—η1.

If

(3.2) [

If, f] being the Nijenhuis tensor of /, or

(3. 3) (FfXf) Y- (ΓfYf)X-f{(Fχf) Y- (FYf)X} + {Vxψ){ Y) -(FYV

u)(X)}ξu=0

for any vector fields X and Y, F being an afBne connection without torsion, the
afHne /-structure with complemented frames is said to be normal.

When the /-structure with complemented frames is normal, putting X=ξv,
Y^ξwy we obtain

-)(ξw) - (FζwV

u)(ξυ)}ξu=0,

f2{Fζϋξw - FζJυ} - v

u(Fξυξw - FtJυ)ξu=0,

from which

(3.4) [£*,6J = 0.

THEOREM 3.1. Suppose M2n+S has an affine f-structure with complemented
frames (/, ξu, η

u) such that it is normal and f and the ψ's are affine Killing. Then
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the structure is cosympίectic, that is,

F/=0, F£«=0, Fv

u=0.

Proof. The assumptions are

(3.5)

and

(3.6)

for any vector fields X and Y.

Thus, equation (3. 3) can be written as

^

or

(3.7)

Consequently

from which

- ψ{X)η\Vγξu) + ψ{ Y)η\VXξu) + 4(Γ^)( Y) = 0,

or

(3. 8) )f (ZXfVXω -yu( YWχvv)(ξu)+4(Γ^)( Y)=0.

Putting F=f,ι, in this equation, we find

(3. 9) >f (XXF^Xftt) - (F^'Xω+4(F^υ)(f „)=0,

from which, puttiug X=ξx,

(Fζwy
υXί*) - (Γe^)(f w)+4(F^)(f „) = 0,

that is,

(^)(ft*) = 0

by virtue of (3. 6), and consequently, (3. 9) gives

Thus, from (3. 8), we have
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(3. 10) (PxVη(Y) = 0.

From (3. 7) and (3.10), we find

(3.11) -ηu(XWγ$u+yu(Y)Fχξu-4f(rχf)Y=0,

from which, putting Y=ξυy we obtain

or

(3.12) v%X)FtΌξu-3(Pχζv)=0,

by virtue of ψ(Pxξv) = -(PxV

u)(ξv) = O. Putting X=ξw in (3.12), we find

Fξvξw-WζJv=0,

from which

F,υξw=O

by virtue of (3. 4), and consequently (3.12) gives

(3.13) Fzξυ=O.

Thus, from (3. 7), we find

f(Fxf)Y=0,

from which, applying /,

(Pxf)Y=0.

Thus the proof is complete.

COROLLARY 3. 2. Suppose M2n+1 has an affine almost contact structure (φ, ξ, η)
such that it is normal and φ and η are affine Killing. Then the structure is an
affine cosymplectic structure, that is,

Fψ = O, Ff=O, Fv=0.

4. Hypersurf aces of almost complex manifolds.

Let M2n+2 be an almost complex manifold with structure tensor /. If there
exists an affine connection V without torsion such that

(4.1) (Pxf)Y-\-(Pγf)X=0

for any vector fields X and F, we call M2n+2 an affine almost Tachibana mani-
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fold [71

Let M2n+2 be an almost complex manifold with structure tensor / and M2n+1

an orientable differentiate hypersurface of M2n+2. We denote by B the differ-
ential of the imbedding. We can choose a vector field C along M2n+1 such that the
transform JC of C by / is tangent to the hypersurface M2n+1. Indeed, suppose first
of all that JBX is tangent to M2n+1 for every vector field X on M2n+1, then JBX
=BfX for some tensor field / of type (1,1) on M2n+1. Applying/to this equation
we find f2=— 1, that is, / defines an almost complex structure on M2n+1, which is
impossible. Thus, there exists a vector field ξ on M2n+1 such that JBξ is not tan-
gent to M2n+1. Now setting C=JBξ we have

(4.2) JC=-Bξ,

and hence C is as desired.
We now define a tensor field φ of type (1,1) and a 1-form η on M2n+1 by

(4 3) JBY=BφY+v(Y)C.

It is easily checked that φ, ξ, η satisfy equations (3.1), that is the hypersurface
M2n+1 admits an affine almost contact structure (cf. [6]).

The equations of Gauss and Weingarten are

S χ z + ( , Y)C,
(4.4)

PBXC=-BHX+l(X)C,

where V is the afBne connection without torsion on M2n+1 induced from the affine
connection V on M2n+2 with respect to the affine normal C. h is the second funda-
mental tensor which is symmetric, H is a tensor field of type (1,1) representing
the Weingarten map with respect to the affine normal C, and / is the third funda-
mental tensor [8].

THEOREM 4.1. Let M2n+2 be an affine almost Tachibana manifold and M2nn

an orientable differentiable hypersurface. Let (φf ξ, η) denote an induced affine
almost contact structure on M2n+1. Then φ is affine Killing if and only if the
second fundamental form h has the form

h(X, Y) = η(X)h(Y, ξ)-V(Y)h(X, ξ)-h{ξ, ξ)η{X)η{Y)

and the Weingarten map H has the form

HX=(2h(X, ξ)-h(i, ξ)v(X))ζ.

Proof. Applying the operator VBχ to equation (4. 3), we find

{VBχ])BY+Jh(X, Y)C

= B(Pxφ)Y+h(X,φY)C+(FχV)(Y)C+v(Y)(-BfίX+l(X)C),

from which, M2n+2 being an affine almost Tachibana manifold,
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(4. 5) -2ACX; Y)ξ=φxφ)Y+φγφ)X-rίY)HX-η{X)HY

and

(4. 6) h(X, φY)+h(φX, Y) + (FXV)(Y)+(FYV)(X)

+v(Y)l(X)+v(X)l(Y)=0.

Thus in order for φ to be affine Killing, it is necessary and sufficient that

(4. 7) 2h(X, Y)ξ=v(X)HY+v(Y)HX

for any vector fields X and Y.
Putting Y=ζ in (4. 7), we find

HX=2h(X, ζ)ξ-η{X)Hξ,

from which, putting X=ξ, Hζ=h(ζ, ξ)ζ. Thus we have

(4. 8) HX=(2h(X, ξ)-h{ξ, ξ)η{X))ζ.

On the other hand, we have from (4. 7)

2h(X, Y)=v(X)v(HY)+yI(Y)v(HX)

or using (4. 8)

(4. 9) h(X, Y)=v(X)h(Y, ξ)+η(Y)h(Xy €)-*&

Conversely if (4. 8) and (4. 9) are satisfied, then equation (4.7) is satisfied
completing the proof.

Finally we note that if h(X, Y) has the form (4. 9), equation (4. 6) becomes

V{X)h{φY, ξ) + V(Y)KφX, ξ) + VjtηXY) + ψγη)(X)

+v(X)l(Y)+v(Y)l(X)=0

which shows after a short computation that then η is affine Killing if and only if

h(φX, ζ)+l(X)=0.
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